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Happy 60th Birthday to the Hall
This unique photograph* was taken during the opening weekend celebrations for the new War Memorial Hall in 1958.
To the right, the RSL Clubrooms still have that “new” look having only been completed two years prior to this.
The hall was built for the low cost of £10,491 thanks to the many hours of voluntary labour contributed by so many
locals. Builder Frank Johansen was given the task of overseeing the construction after a number of earlier failed
attempts to either enlarge the original hall or construct a whole new hall entirely. Mr Johansen had built other halls
around the state and brought with him the Gorbat block construction method. Further information about these blocks
can be found inside.
Items of interest in this photo are: the Union Jack flag flying alongside the Australian flag, remnants of the old fencing
still on view in front of the RSL Clubrooms (not called a hall in those days), the power lines stop at the hall as
mains electricity was a relatively recent addition to life in Mt Compass.
*The photo has been added to our collection thanks to the generosity of Ronda Arthur (nee Peters). Ronda allowed us to scan her collection
of slides as well as some of her historical family photographs.

Photographs and articles in this Journal can be copied for non-commercial purposes provided the Mt Compass Archives are
acknowledged as the source.
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Editorial

Welcome to the very first edition of the Mt Compass Archives Chronicle. This title is taken from the 1953 Co-op
Chronicle, possibly the 1st attempt at a newsletter in Mt Compass. The aim is for the Chronicle to become a regular communication downloadable from the Community Centre website every 3 months. Please feel free to print a copy for a friend,
if required.
The main area of focus in this edition will be our Memorial Hall which happens to be 60 years young this year.
A new hall had been discussed as far back as 1939 however World War II put a halt to any expansion plans. Discussions
resumed in 1945 with a public meeting and the instigation of a building fund. A motion that the Management Committee of
the Mount Compass Public Hall consider building a hall costing not more than 2,000 pounds was passed in 1946.
It was not until 1957 however that the foundations were finally laid for the new hall with the actual construction occurring
through 1958. This was a huge undertaking by the community as a whole and is a credit to both the fundraising abilities and
perseverance of those around at the time.
We have a lot to thank them for.
Steve Kettle

News reports from the past ...

MOUNT COMPASS HALL OPENED
When the Premier (Sir Thomas Playford) spoke at
the opening of the Mount Compass Memorial Hall
last Friday he commended the district residents for
the great part they had played by voluntary work in
connection with the building, thus making it possible for such a magnificent hall to be opened for an
outlay of approximately £7,700 plus a further
£1,400 spent on furnishings.
The large foyer, with a shop, makes a modern entrance to the new building, while the supper room,
kitchen, doctor's rooms, and library have all been
painted in gay and modern colours.
The Premier estimated the cost of such a building
solely by contract to be in the vicinity of £20,000.
During the Back-to-Mount Compass celebrations
some 2,000 people attended various functions held
in the hall, which was crowded for the Pleasant
Sunday Afternoon, when the Attorney- General
(Mr. C. D. Rowe) gave the address. A varied programme was given by local artists.
As a tribute to those in whose memory the hall was
built the collection amounting to £35 will be given
to Legacy.
Door takings at a ball attended by 400 dancers Friday night amounted to £195 and the fo1lowing
night almost 400 attended the concert at which approximately £75 was taken. A ball will he held
again tonight at which there will be novelties and
supper. Admission is 5/-.
*Victor Harbor Times 2nd Aug 1957
(Refer to photograph on pg 8)

*Article printed in the Victor Harbor Times 27th June 1958
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Why is this publication called the Chronicle?
The “Co-op Chronicle” (printed below) is possibly the first attempt at a regular newsletter in Mt Compass. Although it was primarily a promotion of the Co-op store, they did endeavour to include information about events etc in the town. Below is the first
edition of their pamphlet which consisted of just three pages. It is not known how many issues this pamphlet ran for but the
Archives does have four of the first seven known issues.
Our Archives newsletter has elected to use this same name (Chronicle) in acknowledgement of the original pamphlet .
The Mount Compass Co-operative itself played an important role in the development of Mt Compass through its retail outlet(s)
and also the sale of its substantial land holdings. We hold a number of original documents from this particular endeavour which
are believed to have been retained by the late Ray Stone. Ray played a major role in this Co-operative, just as he did with many
aspects of life in this town such as the Community Centre and Mt Compass Cricket Club.
The Co-op’s audited returns show that they were trading at this time with an annual surplus of £644. They also had a total of 268
members. This points to a strong base of support within the area for projects that assisted both the town & its residents.
A more detailed article on the Co-op will follow in a later edition. If anyone has information or photographs they consider
relevant to this topic they are encouraged to contact the Archives.

The first two pages of the Co-op Chronicle 1953
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Left:
This is the 3rd and final page from Issue 1 of the Mt
Compass Co-op’s Chronicle.
The year was 1953 and the same enthusiasm that
helped the Co-op exist from 1946 to 1962 was also
present for the formation of the Mt Compass War
Memorial Community Centre Inc of that same year.
1950s Mt Compass was certainly a place where
things were happening...

Above: One of the 60 volunteers who helped
pour the hall foundations -Norm Anderson

Laying the Hall Foundations 1957
Four photographs taken by Vern McIntosh on
the day the hall foundations were poured. 60
volunteers attended & had completed the task
by 2.00pm. 12 tons of bagged cement along
with an assortment of various cement mixers
were used for the task.
These photos are from a collection generously
donated to the Archives by Vern’s son Bob.
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Two views of Echunga Memorial Institute under construction in 1956. The construction method of Gorbat Blocks was
also used for the Mt Compass Hall two years later. The builder, Mr Frank Johansen constructed both halls.
As we are yet to find any photographs of the Mt Compass Hall blocks being laid, these slides are used to demonstrate how
our walls were constructed.
The Echunga Institute generously allowed us to copy their collection of 49 slides – all taken by a local photography enthusiast.

What is a Gorbat Block?
The 1958 Memorial Hall was initially to be constructed using
locally made concrete blocks*. A number of these had been
made in readiness when the Committee, influenced by builder
Frank Johansen decided to use a prefabricated block called a
Gorbat instead.
This particular block was the result of a collaboration between
two men – Mr Claude Gore & Mr B G Bateman (hence the
name Gorbat). It is claimed that the Gorbat Block was the result of 5-6 years of experimentation and used less cement than
other blocks. They also weighed less, did not require rendering
and could be erected without permanent scaffolding or skilled
labour. All of these attributes were particularly appealing at
the time due to a shortage of building materials following the
war and a subsequent boom in building.

to chip around these large blocks. (He was one of many locals
who assisted the builders by donating a day or two of free
labour).
A patent had been taken out over the Gorbat Blocks which
were commercially manufactured in a Burnside factory. This
South Australian product was used in numerous halls at the
time as well as in a small number of homes and factories. The
first house built using them was on Burnside Road (now Glynburn Road) and was opened by the then Premier, the Honourable Thomas Playford in 1948. The same Premier also opened
our new Hall in Mt Compass ten years later.
Continued page 6...

The size of these blocks meant a standard house could be built
by three men in just 6 to 8 days. (The hall walls themselves
took about three weeks to be laid.) The basic block used on the
Mt Compass Hall had a dimension of 4 foot x 3 foot 6 inches
and a width of 4 1/2 inches. These blocks can be imagined as
looking similar to a shoe box lid with the flat surface being 1
inch thick. To construct a wall, two blocks were placed with
their flat surfaces facing away from each other. They were
held together with tie rods which fitted into the channel running around the block rims. These tie rods were then cemented
into place. The overall appearance was something like a very
large besser block. Refer to the Echunga Institute photographs
on this page to see a wall of Gorbat blocks.
Each of these blocks apparently replaced 70 standard bricks in
a wall, which enabled a wall to be erected fairly quickly.
Kevin Watkins of Yundi can recall carrying these blocks (one
at a time!) on his back up to where the builder was working.
According to Frank Johansen’s son Alan, wooden wedges
were placed under the blocks for support while the mortar
dried. These wedges were then removed.
Any surplus mortar (and some of the brick edging, depending
on the style of mortar joint required) was later chipped off by
hand. Local volunteer Ron Nitschke recalls that it was his job

Builder Frank Johansen (1919—2000)
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Gorbat Blocks continued from page 5
Some other buildings constructed using these blocks include:
Aldgate Memorial Hall, Echunga Memorial Institute, Reynella Memorial Hall, Uraidla RSL Hall and Verdun Memorial
Hall. The first house built using these blocks (at Burnside)
was unfortunately demolished some time after 2004. The
blocks had been designed so that they could also be used for
flooring, as they were in one of the rooms in the Echunga
Memorial Institute.
The Gorbat Blocks were no longer financially competitive
once Moniers started manufacturing their own large building
blocks. The Gorbat business was then sold to Mr Frank
Johansen who continued to use up the remaining stock.

*Because the new hall used prefabricated blocks, all the concrete blocks
prepared in readiness by locals were no longer required. They were
however put to good use in the subsequent construction of the first football clubrooms (since demolished).
Note: The RSL Clubrooms built two years earlier and the hall kitchen
(finished in 1955) were both built using home-made concrete blocks
similar to those prepared for the hall.

Information for this article was sourced from the Burnside
Historical Society Newsletter (Vol 30 No 3) and interviews with
Alan Johansen, Kevin Watkins, Ron Nitschke, a Leigh
Duffield archived interview and Michael Sheehan (of Echunga
Memorial Institute).

Left:
One of the accounts received from Gorbat Ltd.
This shows a few of the block sizes used in the
hall construction. Standard blocks were priced
at 35 shillings each ($3.50).
The “Piers” listed were used after every third
wall block to form a solid concrete column
rising the full height of the building. The roof
trusses then rested on these reinforced piers.
Blocks of differing sizes were used for inside &
outside corners, vent blocks or for the internal
walls.
The ‘Hon Secretary’ WG Duffield mentioned
here is Leigh Duffield’s father (Geoff). By
coincidence, Leigh went on to become chairman of the Community Centre at the time the
State Bank loan taken out for this hall was finally paid off.
NOTE: An interview with Leigh from 1997 (by
Dorothy & Linton Jacobs) has been drawn upon
for some of the information contained in this
publication. The interview itself is one of many
recordings we have in the Archives that have
been conducted with local residents since the
1980s.
Note:
This account (left) appears to have been
signed by Claude Gore –one of the two designers of Gorbat blocks (refer previous page).

The Mt Compass Archives – A Brief History
The Mt Compass Archives had its beginnings in a collection of items gathered together for the 1984 “Chasing Rainbows in the
Rain” history book project. This project was instigated after receiving a $20,000 government grant to go along with $6,000 contributed by the Community Centre. The money was to used to employ two people over a 6 month period while they collected
information and wrote a new history book on Mt Compass.
In reality this was too short a time and the job of finishing the book was handed on to a sub-committee of the Community Centre
after these initial 6 months.
Over the following 4 years they collected a large amount of information, including photographs and cassette recordings of interviews, that required a home once they had finally completed the huge task of publishing this book.
Max Draheim (an experienced historian) ensured the Archives were set up in along professional lines to also include many of
the town’s historical Minute books & Financial records. Numerous private donations and additional records from local clubs &
groups are continuously being added (and sought).
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The New Hall Opens

Above: One of the invitations sent out for the opening weekend in June 1958. Did you take part in
these celebrations? Let us know if you have any memories you’d like to share....

Above:
An opening weekend badge that
was kindly donated to the Archives by the late Max Williams
Another view of the hall taken on the opening weekend in 1958. Both
voluntary labour and professional builders were employed during its
construction.
“Much credit is due to our President, Mr Keith
Dix, also the Secretary, Mr Geoff Duffield, for the
amount of time and effort they have put in to bring
this building to its present state. Only a few weeks
ago, I was speaking to our secretary and we were
discussing the amount of work involved, and he
said ‘Do you think it’s worth it?’ I replied - ‘If you
can see the job through Geoff, of course it’s
worthwhile, and your reward will come from
within; the satisfaction of knowing you have done
what you could.’”
A quote from the speech given by Arch Peters at the
1958 official opening as he introduced the Premier Sir
Thomas Playford.

Below:
A ticket (stored in the Archives)
from the first ball held in the new
hall
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Donation to the Archives

Mt Compass Tavern owners Rick & Lois
Prest have shown their support for the Archives by donating $200 to help with our
ongoing projects.
There is now a permanent display in the
Tavern of historical Mt Compass photographs that have been scanned or collected
by the Archives. Rick & Lois are more
than happy for anyone to call in and view
the copies on display—you may even see
one of your own family members up on
their walls.
Left: Steve Kettle receiving the cheque
(yes, they are still in use!) from Rick Prest.

Topics that you may have information on....
Future editions of the Chronicle will include articles that relate to World War II. If you have any photographs, documents or information relating to Mt Compass at this time and you are willing to share them,
please contact us.
Of special interest are items about the Home Guard, Italian Prisoners of War (working on farms), Service records or any other war related occupations or events.
Plus...
If you have any particular area of historical interest that you would like to see appear in this publication,
feel free to let us know via the contact details on page 9. The only requirement is that it must be concerned
with Mt Compass district history.

Thank you to Yundi resident Dot Childs who recently donated a collection of the “Yundi News” newsletters to the Archives. They date from the period 1993
to 2006 but there are some gaps. If you happen to have
any copies of the following issues still laying around,
please give us a call.
The Issues we either still require or would like to
scan are: Nos 1 to 7, 11, 20, 24, 27, 33, 40, 45, 47 &
51 onwards.
(We are always on the lookout for historical information concerning all the local areas such as: Yundi,
Tooperang, Nangkita & Enterprise Colony.)
Lorene Bowles (right) was crowned Fundraising Queen on
19th July 1957 at a Ball held in Angas Parson’s woolshed.
Dawn Goulden & Marlene Thomas were the two other fundraisers who helped raise the huge combined amount of £2,584.
(refer newspaper article on page 2)
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Some Interesting dates from the history of our Halls
1898-1903
May 1900
1901
June 1903
28 Dec1903
26 Feb 1904
1904
1912
Jan 1916
1921-22
1926
1931
1933
1936
1937
1939
1939
1943
Sept 1945
Feb 1946
1946-47
1948
1949
May 1950
Feb 1953
25 June 1953
Feb 1954
Aug 1954
16 Oct 1954
Dec 1954
Nov 1955
1956
1956
Jan 1957
June 1957
January 1958
20/6/1958
June 1958
1959
1960
1960

Old “Roadman’s Cottage” used as a hall (+ school)
Public meeting held to discuss offers of land for district hall + costs
Herbert Waye offers 2 acres of land for district hall
Foundation stone for new hall laid
1st Hall opened with afternoon sports & an evening concert
£120 loan over 15 years from State Bank to pay remaining cost of hall
School transfers across to new hall (remains there until 1934)
Bank refuses to extend loan period on hall — Mr D Wright helps financially
Hall hired for picture show at cost of 2/6
New stage built for hall
Hall curtains purchased (£10-7-1)
Declaration of Trust signed – sets out “Committee of Management of The Mount
Compass Public Hall”. Consists of 5 Trustees + 3 elected members
New floor in hall
land bought for £150 to extend the oval (from Mrs Garden)
1st town oval (on current site) built using volunteer labour
I K Arthur paid £15-2-0 to install electric lights in hall (powered by generator).
Quotes for either extending hall or building new hall sought
Committee announces it objects to smoking in back room (food preparation area)
Building Fund started for new hall
Motion that Committee consider building hall for cost of up to £2,000Oval re-levelling commences (using volunteer labour)
H K Dix given permission to erect picture show box at hall (outside southern end)
Discussions held about enlarging hall
Committee authorise purchase of 1 acre adjoining oval from Mr Nitschke
Mt Compass Hall Committee receive petition calling for public meeting to consider
new hall & to be constituted an incorporated body
Mt Compass War Memorial Community Centre is incorporated
Removal of 19 Soldiers Memorial pine trees from front of hall site authorised by
Committee (to make room for new hall & entrance)
Committee decides to commence making cement blocks for new hall kitchen
Foundations for new kitchen laid
Electricity arrives in Mt Compass
New kitchen attached to hall (the kitchen currently being used)
Motion to build hall suitable for 500 people passes at AGM
RSL Club Rooms opened
Motion that Mr Johansen be appointed to build new hall
Foundations for new hall laid
Building new hall commences
Premier Thomas Playford opens Mt Compass War Memorial Hall. (Built at cost of
£10,491/6/1)
State Bank loan for £3,000 taken out for hall
WWI & WWII Honour Roll unveiled in hall
Further adjoining land purchased from I K Arthur for £500
Football dressing rooms built

Dates have been sourced from old Minute books & other documents stored in the Archives
The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial Community Centre
Inc.
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required or wish to
add further information regarding any item, please contact the number below.
Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to the Archives
please do give me a call or send an email.
Steve Kettle 8556 8444 (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)

